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It has been shown that in the free monoid X* generated by X with em- 
bedding order, any subset H of incomparable elements of X* is finite. We call 
such a finite subset H a hypercode. We show that every hypercode is a code 
and in fact the class of all hypercodes i a proper subclass of the class of prefix 
codes. In this paper we give some characterizations of hypercodes and study 
some algebraic properties of the class of all hypercodes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a finite alphabet, let X* be the free monoid generated by X and 
let X + = X*\{A},  A being the empty word. Any subset of X* is called a 
language over X. 
Let A be a non-empty language over X such that A _C X+. Then A is 
called a code if ala 2 ' ' '  an = bib2 "'" b~ and ai ,  b j~A,  i = 1,2, . . . ,n,  
j = 1, 2,..., m implies n = m and ai = bi,  i = 1, 2,..., n. A code is therefore 
a subset of X + which generates a free submonoid of X*. A code is called 
a prefix (suffix) code if A c~ AX + ~ ¢ (An  X+A = ¢) (cf. Schiitzenberger 
(1955), Nivat (1966)). 
The relation <~ defined on X* by x ~ y if and only if x = xlx 2 "" xn ,  
y = ylxly~x~ "" ynxnyn+l for some n, where x i ,  Yi ~ X* ,  is a partial order 
on X* and (X*, ~)  forms a partially ordered monoid. It has been shown 
that each set of pairwise incomparable elements of X* is finite (cf. Jullien 
(1968), Haines (1969)). A language A over X is said to be convex if a ~< x ~ b, 
a, b ~ A, implies x ~ A. Every convex language is regular (cf. Thierrin (1972)). 
A language H over X, H _C X +, will be called a hypercode if a ~< b, a, b ~ H, 
implies a -- b. It is immediate that a hypercode is a code. In this paper, 
we study some properties of hypercodes. It is shown in particular that a 
hypercode is always finite and several characterizations of such codes are 
established. We give also some properties of maximal hypercodes. 
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout his paper, X will be a finite alphabet, X* the free monoid 
generated by X,  and X + = X*\{A}, where A is the empty word. 
I f  A is a finite non-empty subset of X* ,  the maximal length of 
the words in A will be denoted by lg(A). For every integer n >/ 1, let 
H~ = {x ~ X* [ lg(x) ~ n}. For any x ~ X*, we define 2 = {y ~ X* [ x ~ y} 
and x = {y ~X*  [y ~< x}. I f  x :/= A and if x = xlx 2 "" xk,  xi ~X,  then 
2=X*x lX*x  ~ ' . .X*xkX* .  For any B_CX*, let /~ ={2[x~B} and 
= {f ix  ~B}. 
A non-empty language H, with H C _ X +, will be called a hypercode over X 
if and only if a <~ b, a, b ~H implies a = b. It is immediate that H is a 
hypercode if and only if a, b ~ H, a = ala ~ "" as ,  b = xaalxza 2 " '"  XnanXn+ 1 , 
ai ,  x~ ~ X*  implies x 1 = x 2 --  - -Xn+ 1 =-A.  It follows from this that 
every hypercode is a code, but the converse is evidently not true. A class of 
hypercode which is particularly important for the applications is the class of 
uniform codes, a code being uniform if all its words are of the same length 
(cf. Schfitzenberger (1956)). In particular H~ is a hypercode and a uniform 
code for every n >/ 1. We will call H~ a full uniform code. The following 
proposition is immediate: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let H be a non-empty subset of X +. Then H is a hypercode 
i f  and only i f  each pair of elements in H are incomparable. 
COROLLARY. Every hypercode is finite. 
Proof. This follows from the result that every set of incomparable 
elements in X*  is finite (cf. Jullien (1968)). | 
Throughout his paper we will use the following notations: 
H(X):  the class of all hypercodes over X; 
Hi (X)  = H(X)  U {A}; 
H2(X) -~ g(x )  U {A, ¢}. 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF HYPERCODES 
A code A over X will be called an infix code if UlU 2 ~ A and UlVU 2 E _/t 
implies v = A. Every infix code is a prefix and suffix code. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let  X be a f inite alphabet and let A C_ X +. Then the 
fol lowing are equivalent: 
(1) A is a hypercode; 
(2) for  every u ~ A ,  A t3 ~t = u; 
(3) A is an infix and convex code. 
Proof. First we show that (1) ~*> (2). 
(1) ~ (2). SupposeueAandveAnS.  Then u ~ v and by (1) u=v.  
Hence A (3 5 = u. 
(2) ~(1) .  Supposeu ~v,u ,  veA .  Thenv~A~f fandby(2)  u=v.  
Hence A is a hypercode. 
We now show that (1) ~- (3). 
(1) => (3). Suppose A is a hypercode and let UlU ~ ~ A ,  u lvu 2 ~ A .  Then 
ulu ~ ~ ulvu ~ and by (1) v ---- A. It is obvious that A is convex. 
(3) ~ (1). Suppose u = u lu2""u~,  v~A such that u ~ v. Then 
there exists v o , v I ,..., v~ ~ X* such that VoUlVlU ~ "." v~,_lu~% = v. Since, 
for any i, i = 1, 2,..., n, ulu 2 "" u,, ~ voulu 2 "" uiui+l "'" u~, ~ voulu 2 "" 
uiviui+l "'" u~v~, ~ v and A is convex and infix, we have vi = A. Thus 
v = VoUxU 2 "" u , ,%.  Again, as UxU 2 . . .  u n ~ voUlU 2 . . .  u n ~ v0u lu  2 . . .  UnV n : v ,  
ulu2 "'" Un ~ UlU~ "'" u~v~ ~ VoUlU 2 "'" u~v,, = v and A is convex, we have 
VoUlU ~ "" u~,  ulu 2 "" u~v~ ~ A .  Since, by (3), A is an infix code, hence a 
prefix and suffix code, we have v 0 : % = A. Therefore v = UlU 2 ... u~ = u 
and (1) holds. This completes the proof of the proposition. I 
We call a (prefix) code M a maximal  (prefix) code if, for any x ~ X* \M,  
M t3 {x} is not a (prefix) code. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let  A be a maximal  code which is also a hypercode over 
a f inite alphabet X .  Then A is a maximal  pref ix code. 
Proof. Assume A is a maximal code which is also a hypercode. Then, 
by Proposition 2, A is a prefix code. Now, if A is not a maximal prefix code, 
then there exists a prefix code B such that A C B. This contradicts that A is 
a maximal code. Hence the fact that A is a maximal prefix code must hold. | 
PROPOSITION 4. Let  A be a maximal  pref ix code over a f inite alphabet X .  
Let  A :~ Hn for  all n >/ 1 and B = {x EA [ lg(x) ~ lg(y) for  all y ~ A}.  
Then (A \B)  c3 B if: ¢, where B = {~ [ x E B}. 
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Proof. Since A 4: H~ for all n /> 1, and since A is a maximal prefix 
code, A\B  @ ¢ holds. Now assume (A \B)n  6 ~-4. Then for every 
u ~ 6 \B  we have u ~ X* \A  and hence A u {u} is not a prefix code, since A 
is a maximal prefix code by assumption. It follows that either a ~ uv or 
u -~ a'w for some a, a' ~ A and v, w ~ X +. The former case cannot be true, 
for u <~ uv and u ~ 6,  therefore uv E 6. Thus we have, for every u ~ 6\B, 
u =- a'w for some a' ~ A and w e X +. But this is also impossible. For let 
lg(B) = k. Then (6 n H~+I)\BX 4: ¢ and for every u ~ (B n H~+I)\BX, 
u ~ a'w for all a '~A and w~X.  Hence (AIB) n 6 v~ ¢ must hold. | 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a code over a finite alphabet X.  Then A is a 
hypercode and a maximal code i f  and only i f  A is a ful l  uniform code, i.e., 
A = H~ for some positive integer n. 
Proof. It is clear that every full uniform code is a hypercode and also 
a maximal code. Now suppose A is a hypercode and also a maximal code. 
Then, by Proposition 3, A is a maximal prefix code. Let B = {w ~ A [ lg(w) 
lg(u) for all u ~ A} and 6 = {~ [ w ~ B}. Suppose A is not a full uniform code, 
then B --/: A. Since A is a maximal prefix code, by Proposition 4 we have 
6 (h (A\B) =/= 4. This contradicts the fact that A is a hypercode. Hence A 
is a full uniform code. | 
OPERATIONS ON HYPERCODES 
We now discuss some operations on the class H(X)  of all hypercodes over 
X. Since every non-empty subset of a hypercode is a hypercode, then every 
non-empty intersection of two hypercodes i also a hypercode. It is also true 
that H(X)  is closed under the concatenation operation.= To show this, let 
A, B ~ H(X)  and ab ~ AB,  where a ~ A, b ~ B. Then ab = ~/~ and it is easy 
to see that ab c~ AB = ~b n AB = ab. By Proposition 2, AB ~ H(X) .  
We will show now that HI (X  ) = H(X)  t3 {A} forms a free monoid with 
identity A. To this aim, first we recall a characterization f free monoids by 
F. W. L6vi (see Nivat (1966)). A monoid Mwith the identity e is a free monoid 
if and only if: 
(1) there exists a homomorphism I from M onto the set of all non-negative 
integers N such that A-l(0) = e, 
(2) for every f l ,  f2, f3, f4 ~ M such that f l f~ ~ f3f4 one of the following 
two conditions hold: 
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(i) there exists an element f5 ~ M such that fa = f3f5 and fs fz  = f4 ,  
(ii) there exists an element f6 ~ M such that fir6 = f3 andf~ = f J4 .  
For any A ~ H(X) ,  we let sh(A) represent the shortest length of words in A. 
In particular sh(A) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let X be a finite alphabet and let A, B, C, D E H(X)  such 
that AB = CD and sh(A) >/sh(C). I f  c e C and sh(c) = sh(C), then the set 
U = {u ~ X*  ] cu ~ A} is either {A} or a hypercode. 
Proof. (1) Suppose sh(A) = sh(C). Then by Theorem 2 (Wood (1972)) 
A = C and B = D. In this case we have U = {A}. 
(2) Now suppose sh(A) > sh(C). Then U ve ¢ and U 4: {A}. Let u, v ~ U 
such that u <~ v. Then by definition u = uau 2 "" u~ , v -~ XoUaXaU 2 ... unxn , 
where u~, xj E X* and cuau ~ "" u~ , cxouax a "" unx ~ ~ A. Since A is a hyper- 
code we have x 0 = x 1 --  -- x~ = A. Thus u = v and the proposition 
holds. | 
PROPOSITION 7. Let X be a finite alphabet. Then Hi(X),  the class of all 
hypercodes over X with the empty word A, forms a free monoid. 
Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of the corre- 
sponding proposition for maximal prefix codes (see Perrin (1972)). 
(1) Let the mapping A from HI (X  ) onto the set of all non-negative integers 
N be sh, i.e., A(A) -~ sh(A) for all A ~ H(X)  and A(A) = 0. Then it is easy 
to see that A is a homomorphism from the monoid Ha(X ) onto the monoid of 
additive positive integers. 
(2) Now let A, B, C, D E Ha(X ) such that AB = CD. If  one of £/, B, C, D 
is {A}, then the Lfivi conditions are trivially satisfied. Hence we may assume 
that A, B, C, D~H(X)  and A(A) >/A(C). I f  c~ C and sh(c) = sh(C), 
then, by Proposition 6, the set U={u~X*tcueA}EHa(X  ) . Since 
cUB C_ AB = CD we have UB C D. Moreover, for any d ~ D, cd ~ AB 
and since A(A) /> A(C) we have d ~ UB. Thus D CUB and UB = D holds. 
Now, from the identity AB = CUB and the fact that Ha(X ) is a cancellative 
monoid, we have .d = CU. This completes the proof of the proposition. | 
For every non-empty subset E of X* let 
L(E) ={x]x~E,y  ~ x ,y~E ~ x=y},  
U(E) = {x lx~E,x  ~y ,  yeE  ~ x =y}.  
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It is immediate that L(E) is always non-empty, but U(E) can be empty. 
I f  E is finke, then U(E) is always non-empty. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let E be a non-empty subset E C X*  such that A ~ E. 
Then: (1) L(E) is a hypercode and V(E), i f  non-empty, is also a hypercode. 
(2) E is a hypercode i f  and only i f  L (e)  = U(E) = E. 
Proof. (1)Since each pair in L(E)(U(E)) is incomparable, then, by 
Proposition 1, L(E)(U(E)) is a hypercode. 
(2) Trivial. | 
PROPOSITION 9. Let E 1 and E 2 be two non-empty subsets of X*.  Then 
L(E~E2) = L(E1) L(E~) and, i f  E~ and E~ are finite, U(EIE~) = U(E~) U(E~). 
Proof. Let X = XlX 2 +L(E1E2)  , where  x I ~ E l ,  x 2 E E 2 . Suppose Yl ~ E1 
such that Yl ~ x l ,  then ylx~ ~ XlX 2 . Since x = XlX ~ ~L(E1E~) we have 
ylx2 = XlX 2 and Yl = Xl holds. Thus x~ ~L(E1). Similarly we can prove 
that x~ ~L(E2) and L(ExE2) C_L(E~)L(E2) holds. 
Conversely, let x 1 ~L(E1) and x~ eL(E~). Then XlX 2 ~ E1E 2 . Suppose 
y ~ E 1 , z ~ E~ such that yz  ~ xlx 2 , then we have 
xlx 2 = uoYlu~y 2 "'" unynvoz 1 "'" zmv ~ for some u~, v~ ~ X*, 
where y = YlY~ "'" Y~ , z = z lz  ~ "" zm . Now, either 
x~ = uoYluly 2 "'" UnYnV o "", or x 2 = --" VoZxVlZ~V 2 "" zmv m 
hold. By assumption of x 1 ~L(E1) and x 2 aL(Ei), ekher x I = y or x~ = z 
is true. In either case we have yz  = xlx ~ . Thus L(EIE~)D L(E1)L(E2) and 
L(E~E2) = L(E1) L(E2). Similarly we can prove that U(E1E2) = U(E1) U(E~). 
! 
PROPOSITION 10. Let X be a finite alphabet and let S I (X  ) be the monoid 
of all non-empty subsets of X + and the empty word A with the operation of 
concatenation. Then there exists a homomorphism q~ of S I (X  ) onto the free 
monoid H I (X  ) of the hypercodes over X such that ~(A)  = A for every 
A + Hi(X). 
Proof. I f  E _C X +, define q~(E) = L(E). I f  E - -  A, then define qS(A) = A. 
The  proposition is then immediate. | 
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MAXIMAL HYPERCODES 
A hypercode H over a finite alphabet X is called a maximal hypercode if, 
for every x ~ X*\H,  H u {x} is not a hypercode. It is immediate that H is 
maximal if and only if H C K, where K is a hypercode, implies that H = K. 
For every n >/ 1, the full uniform code H~ is a maximal hypercode. 
A maximal hypercode is not, in general, a maximal code. For example, the 
set H = {a 2, b} is a maximal hypercode but not a maximal code, because 
{a S, ab, b} is a code. 
A concatenation of two maximal hypercodes may not be a maximal 
hypercode. The following is an example. Let X = {a, b} and A = {a, b~}. 
Then A is a maximal hypercode but AA is not a maximal hypereode, for 
AA U {bah} is a hypercode. 
The following is a characterization of maximal hypercodes. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let H be a hypercode over a finite alphabet X.  Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) H is a maximal hypercode. 
(2) For every w ~ X*, there exists u ~ H such that either w ~ u or u ~ w. 
(3) For every w ~ X*, either ~ (~ H va ~ or w n IT-I va ~. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). The case w ~ H is trivial. Now suppose w ~ H. Then 
by definition H u {w} is not a hypercode. Hence either w < u or u < w 
for some u ~ H and (2) holds. 
(2) ~ (3). Trivial. 
(3) =>(1). Let w~X*\H .  By (3) either ~C~H:/=q~ or wn/~=/=q~. 
We have then either w < u or u < w for some u ~ H. But both cases imply 
that H k) {w} is not a hypercode. Thus by definition H is a maximal hyper- 
code. I 
COROLLARY. A hypercode H is a maximal hypercode if and only if 
Hw FI = X*.  
PROPOSITION 12. Let A C_C_ X*  be a hypercode over a finite alphabet X 
with lg(A) = n. Then there exists a maximal hypercode H with lg(H) = n 
such that A C H. 
Proof. Let X n = {x ~ X + [ lg(x) ~< n}. Since Xn is a finite set and since 
A C_ X,~, there exists a hypercode H such that A ___ H C X~ and H C K C X~,  
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where K is a hypercode, implies H = K. I t  is clear that Ig(H) = n. We will 
show that H is a maximal hypercode. 
Let us suppose the contrary. Then there 'exists w, Ig(w) > n, such that 
H u {w} is a hypercode. Let v < w, lg(v) = n. Then v ~ H. If u ~ H, then 
u is not comparable to v, and therefore K = H t.) {v} is a hypercode. Hence 
K = H, a contradiction. : 
LATTICE PROPERTIES OF HYPERCODES 
We now show that He(X ) = H(X)t.){A, ¢} forms a lattice for every 
finit.e alphabet X. We recall that, for any x ~ X* and H e He(X), 
x-={u6X*]u~x} and H={x lx~H}.  
For any / /1 ,  H a E Ha(X), let ~ be a relation defined on He(X) by 
H a ~ H e if and only if for every h 1 E H 1 , 
there exists h a e H 2 such that h 1 ~< h e . 
It is easy to see that the relation so defined is reflexive and transitive. We will 
show that it is a partial order. 
PROPOSITION 13. (He(X), <~) forms a partially ordered monoid for every 
finite alphabet X. 
Proof. It is clear that, for all H, 111, H 2 e He(X), and H 1 ~< He, we have 
HHa <~ HH2 and H1H <~ H2H. It remains to show that the relation ~< is 
antisymmetric. Suppose .//.1 ~< H~ and He ~<//1.  If  ekher one is the empty 
'set, we have H 1 =- H e . Now, let h 1 ~ H 1 . Then by definition, there is an 
h e ~ H 2 such that h 1 ~< h 2 . Again, since H e ~< HI ,  there is an h 1' ~ H 1 such 
that h 2 ~< h 1' and h 1 ~< h a ~< h 1' hold. Since H 1 is a hypercode, we have 
hi = he = hi' and so H I_CH e. Similarly we can prove that H aCH 1. 
Therefore//1 ~ Ha. | 
For any H1, H e ~ H2(X), let 
Hl V H2 = U(Hl W He) = {Xe Hl t3 He l x <~y, y E Hl w H2 => x =y}; 
HI ^ H 2 -= U{y l y ~ H~ , y ~ H2}. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 14. (H~(X), ~,  v, A)forms a lattice ordered monoid for 
every finite alphabet X. 
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Proof. (i) For any 111, H= ~ Hi(X), H 1 v H 2 :fi ~ and H 1 v H 2 e Hx(X ). 
(see Proposition 8). Suppose H 1 ~ H, H~ ~ H; then clearly H 1 v H 2 ~ H. 
Hence H 1 v H 2 is the sup of H 1 and H 2 . The case is trivial if either H 1 = 
or / /2  = ¢ or both. 
(ii) Let H1, H 2 e H2(X). Then either H 1 ^  H 2 ~- ¢ or A or H 1 ^  H 2 
is a hypercode. It is clear that H 1 ^  H~ ~< HI ,  H 2 . Now suppose H ~ H 1 
and H~H 2. Then, for any h~H,  h<~hi ,  h~<h 2 for some h iEH i ,  
i=  1,2. Thus h<~H¢,  i=  1,2. By definition of H 1h  H~, we have 
h ~ H 1 ^  H 2 . Therefore H ~< H 1 ^  H 2 . This completes the proof of the 
proposition. | 
PROPOSITION 15. The lattice (H2(X), ~, v, ^) is a distributive lattice 
for every finite alphabet X. 
Proof. Let H i e H2(X), i = 1, 2, 3. We want to show that 
//1 ^ (//2 v Ha) = (//1 ^ H~) v (HI ^ //3). 
This is trivial if one of Hi is ¢. Now assume Hi v ~ ¢, i = l, 2, 3. Then 
H a ^  (H 2v Ha) = U{y ly  <~Hi ,y~H2v Ha} 
= U{y l Y <~ 111, (Y <~ 112 ory  < Ha) } 
= V[{y [y <~ 111,y <~ H2} u{y  IY <~ H~,y  <~ Ha} ]
= V[U{y [y ~H~,y  <~H2} w U{y [y <~H~, y ~<Ha} ] 
= U{y[y <~H~,y <~H2} v U{y[y <~H~,y ~<H3} 
= (gx a tt2) v (H,  ^ Ha). 
Hence Hz(X ) is a distributive lattice. 
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